webIRB

- Continuously Evaluating
  - Simplicity
  - Clarity
  - Functionality

- Regular Schedule
  - Off-schedule updates as needed

- Your feedback helps!
  - Survey coming

- Question from last RAF
webIRB: August update

- Consolidated JCCC questions
- Multi-site research sections
  - Reduced from 5 to max of 4
  - Eliminated redundant questions
  - General Location Info
  - UCLA site info
  - Sites under UCLA responsibility
  - Lead Site (if not UCLA)
webIRB: August update

- Recruitment Sections
  - Reduced from 12 to max of 4
  - Eliminated redundant questions
  - Identification/Recruitment Methods
  - Identification Details
  - Recruitment Details
  - Identification by Medical Records
webIRB: August update

- **Attachment Restrictions**
  - *.rtf and *.exe no longer allowed

- **Broken Links Fixed**
  - Throughout application
  - In letters related to amendments

- **Study Expiration**
  - Example: 1 year approval today
  - Expires 11:59 pm August 13, 2015
webIRB: August update

- Important Reminder
  - Sharing login IDs and passwords is strongly discouraged
  - System logs all activity
  - User is accountable for what is done with their account
  - Personnel changes must be done by amendment
Thank you!

- We answer the phones and check the emails:
  - North & South General IRBs
    - x57122
    - gcirb@research.ucla.edu
  - Medical IRBs
    - x55344
    - mirb@research.ucla.edu